Cleveland / Bradley Chamber of Commerce

225 Keith St. SW

Cleveland TN 37320-2275

Click here for Google Map

Traveling South on I-75 (From Knoxville):

1) Take exit 25. At bottom of ramp turn right on to 25th St.
2) At 3rd light (Rite-Aid on corner) bear right.
3) This is Keith St. Go approximately 2 miles. Watch for Village Green Town Center on left at intersection of Keith & Inman. There is a Starbucks at the corner of Inman & Keith Streets to mark the Village Green. The driveway entrance to the Chamber is located ahead on the left directly across the street from The Chef restaurant. There is a turning lane to lead over a stacked stone bridge. The Chamber building is straight ahead.

Traveling North on I-75 (From Chattanooga):

1) Take Exit 25. At bottom of ramp, turn left on 25th St.
2) At 3rd light (Rite-Aid on corner) bear right.
3) This is Keith St. Go approximately 2 miles. Watch for Village Green Town Center on left at intersection of Keith & Inman. There is a large tower with a jumbo-tron screen on the corner of Inman & Keith Streets to mark the Village Green. The driveway entrance to the Chamber is located ahead on the left directly across the street from The Chef restaurant. There is a turning lane to lead over a stacked stone bridge. The Chamber building is straight ahead.